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1. Introduction. Among Riemannian manifolds Kahler manifolds
have an especially rich geometric and topological structure. Perhaps the
main reason for this is that the curvature tensor of a Kahler manifold
satisfies a special identity, the Kahler identity RWXJYJZ = RWXYZ- From
this identity it is possible to prove many interesting theorems about
harmonic forms, for example.

Because of the strength of the Kahler identity, the question naturally
arises: what sort of identities, if any, exist for more general types of
almost Hermitian manifolds. In this paper we show that indeed curvature
identities exist for the classes £έf and &^Γ of Hermitian and quasi-
Kahler manifolds.

That a curvature identity for Hermitian manifolds has not been found
or made use of up to now in the literature is somewhat surprising. The
defining property of the class <%f is that

[X, Y] + J[JX, Y] + J[X, JY] - [JX, JY) = 0 .

We shall show that

[Rχγ, J] + J[RjXY, J] + J[Rzjγ, J] - [

holds for έ%f. Since the structure of Hermitian manifolds is almost as
rich as that of Kahler manifolds, this identity should prove productive.

Quasi-Kahler manifolds are important because they include the classes
*S*/J%ί and 1^%"" of almost Kahler and nearly Kahler manifolds. A large
part of the theory of the geometry and topology of Kahler manifolds
can be carried over to the class <yΓ5ίΓ [8]. However, not very much is
known about J^S^Γ We give a new curvature identity in Corollary
(4.3). Hervella and Naveira [12] have derived a special case of our
curvature identity for the class &3Γ. They also give several geometric
applications.

In §2 we explain our notation and prove an important lemma. We
study curvature identities of Hermitian manifolds in §3. Then §4 is
devoted to curvature identities in quasi-Kahler and almost Kahler mani-
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folds. In § 5 we give a partial answer to the question: if the curvature
tensor of an almost Hermitian manifold M is similar to that of a Kέίhler
manifold, must M be Kahlerian? In § 6 we consider manifolds with an
almost complex structure defined by a vector cross product, and apply
the results of the preceding sections.

§ 7 is devoted to a geometrical application of the curvature identities.
We give general conditions under which the distribution m —• ^%Γ(m) =
{x 6 Mm I Vx{J)y = 0 for all y e Mm) is an integrable distribution.

In § 8 we give a sufficient condition in terms of the holomorphic
sectional curvature for any complete almost Hermitian manifold to be
compact and simply connected.

I wish to thank L. M. Hervella, A. M. Naveira and L. Vanhecke for
several useful conversations.

2. A curvature identity. Let M be a C°° almost Hermitian mani-
fold with metric < , > and almost complex structure J. Denote by <%f(M)
the Lie algebra of C°° vector fields on M. The Nijenhuis tensor S of J
is defined by

(2.1) S(X, Y) = [X, Y] + J[JX, Y] + J[X, JY] - [JX, JY] ,

for X, Ye^f(M). A well-known theorem [2], [14] states that M is a
complex manifold if and only if S vanishes identically.

Let FΣ9 RXY (X,Ye<^(M)) denote the covariant derivative and cur-
vature operator of M. We now prove a curvature identity which will
be useful for both Hermitian and quasi-Kahler manifolds. It will be
convenient to use the notation [VXy J] = VXJ — JVX.

LEMMA 2.1. Let ε = ± 1 , and assume that M has the property that
[VJXJ J] = εJ[Fx, J] for all Xej?f(M). Then

[Psu,γ)9 J] — \Rχγ ~ RJXJYI J] + εJ[Rjχγ + RXJYI J]

for X, YeJgT(M).

PROOF. The curvature operator Rχγ (X, Ye<^{M)) is defined by

(2.2) Rxγ - ru,n ~ Ψχ> Vγ\

From (2.1) and (2.2) it follows that

(2.3) [FS(χ,γ)9 J\ ~~ [RXY ~ RjxjYf J] — εJ[Rjχγ + Rχjγf J]

= [Ψx, VΛ - [VJZ, VJY\ J] + eJ[[FJX9 VY\ + [VXJ FJY], J] .

We use the Jacobi identity on each of the terms on the right hand side
of (2.3), and then we use [FJX, J] = εJ[Fx, J]. It follows that the right
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hand side of (2.3) vanishes, and so we obtain the lemma.

3. Hermitian manifolds. As an immediate consequence of Lemma
2.1 we obtain a curvature identity for the class έ%f of Hermitian mani-
folds. This identity formally resembles (2.1).

THEOREM 3.1. For MeSίf and X, Ye<%f{M) we have

(3.1) [Rxγ, J] + J[RJXY, J] + J[RXJY, J] - [RJXJY, J] = 0.

PROOF. In [4], [5] it is shown that l e J T if and only if [PJX, J] =
Jψχ> J] for Xe Jg^(M), and this is true if and only if S = 0. Thus we
take ε = 1 in Lemma 2.1 and obtain (3.1).

We write RWXYZ = (RWXY, Z) for W, X, Y, Ze<gr(M). The sectional
curvature of M is given by Kwx = RWXWX{\\W\\2\\X\\2 - (W, X)2}"1. The
following corollary is immediate from Theorem 3.1.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let I e ^ Then

(3.2) RWXYZ + RJWJXJYJZ RJWJXYZ RJWXJYZ RJWXYJZ

RWJXJYZ RWJXYJZ RWXJYJZ — 0

for W,X, Y,ZeJίf(M).

(3.3) Kwx + KJWJX KWJX KJWX = = ZRWXJWJX "I" ZRWJXJWX

when \\W\\ = ||X|| = 1 and (W, X> = 0.

Also, we have

COROLLARY 3.3. Let J l ί e i ^ Then the following two curvature
conditions are equivalent

(3.4) Rwχγz = RjWJXjγjZ for all Wy X, Y, ZeJlf{M) ,

(3.5) Rwχγz - RWXJYJZ = RJWXJYZ + RJWXYJZ for all W, X, Y, Z β

The following are three types of non-Kahler Hermitian manifolds
which have particularly simple curvature.

(1) Compact homogeneous complex manifolds. These have been
classified [17] and include compact even-dimensional Lie groups and the
products of the spheres S2w+1(n) x S2m+1(r2).

(2) Manifolds conformally equivalent to Kahler manifolds, in par-
ticular C*.

(3) Certain 6-dimensional orientable submanifolds of R8. These are
defined by means of a 3-fold vector cross product on R8.

The curvature operator of a compact homogeneous complex manifold
in general does not satisfy any identity simpler than (3.1).
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In [10] Hermitian manifolds eonformally equivalent to Cn are con-
sidered. In particular new examples of manifolds with constant holomor-
phic sectional curvature μ are given. It is shown that such manifolds
satisfy

(3.6) Rwxwx "Ί~ RJWJXJWJX RWJXWJX RJWXJWX

= 2μ{-(W, X)2 + (JW, X}2} , W, l e ^ ( i l ί ) .

Six dimensional orientable submanif olds of R8 are discussed in § 6.

4. Quasi-Kahler manifolds. Next we apply Lemma 2.1 to the class
£23ίΓ of quasi-Kahler manifolds.

THEOREM 4.1. For Me&JsΓ and X, Ye£?(M) we have

(4.1) \Rχγ — RJXJY, J] — J[RJXY + RXJY, J]

= 2J[PίFχ,nγ, J] - 2J[Fί7γ,J]x, J] .

PROOF. By definition i k f e ^ J Γ if and only if [PJX,J] = —J[VZ9J\
for Xe£f(M). Furthermore an easy calculation shows S(X, Y) =
2J{[VX,J]Y -[VY,J]X) for X, Ye<gT(M). Thus we obtain (4.1) from
Lemma 2.1.

COROLLARY 4.2. Let Me&βΓ. Then

(4.2) RψXYZ + RjWJXJYJZ -ttjWJXYZ -ttwXJYJZ

+ RJWXJYZ H~ RWJXYJZ + RJWXYJZ + RWJXJYZ

= 2<[F[ΓlΓ./]χ, J ] r , Z> + 2([Flfχ,nw, J]Z, Y)

for W,X, Y,ZeJg?(M);

(4.3) -SLTFX +

= 1 and (W, X) = 0.

The class < 5̂Γ* contains two important subclasses Λ^JϊίΓ and
Curvature identities and their consequences for the class <yK5ίΓ of nearly
Kahler manifolds are discussed extensively in [8], [9], and [13]. Theorem
(4.1) yields no new information for Λ7%Γ.

On the other hand, for the class J ^ C ^ of almost Kahler manifolds
we have the following new identity.

COROLLARY 4.3. Let Mej#y?~. Then

(4.4) RWXYZ + RJWJXJYJZ + RJWXJYZ ~i~ RWJXYJZ

~~ RJWJXYZ ~~~ RWXJYJZ ~^ RJWXYJZ ~i~ RWJXJYZ

.= -2([FW, J]X - ψx, J]W, [FY, J)Z - . [Fz, J]Y) ,
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for W,X, Y,ZeJ^(M).

(4.5) Kwx + KJWJX + KWJX + KJWX - 2RWJWXJX = - 2\\[rw, J]X-[FZ9 J]W\\2

when \\W\\ = | |X | | = 1, (W, X) = 0.

PROOF. The Kahler form F on an almost Hermitian manifold M is
defined by F(X, Y) = (JX, Y) for X, Yejgf(M). By definition Me
Ji/SίΓ if and only if dF = 0. This is equivalent to

(4.6) {[Fw, J]X, Y) + <[FF, J]W, X> + <[VZ9 J]Y, W) = 0

for T7, X, Γe<^r(ikO. Then (4.4) and (4.5) follow from (4.6) and (4.2).

5. Almost Hermitian manifolds whose curvature operator resembles
that of a Kahler manifold. Consider the following identities for the
curvature operator of an almost Hermitian manifold M:

( Δ ) -tiwXYZ J^JWJXYZ — -ttjWXJYZ "Γ -ttjWXYJZi

\ o ) -JtiwxYz ~ -ttjwjxjYjzi yyf -X f ¥i % e JίzfyNL).

For a given class ^ of almost Hermitian manifolds, let ̂  be the
subclass of manifolds whose curvature operator satisfies identity (i). It
is easily shown that £fx £j ££\ £ £fz Q j*f. Thus as i decreases the mani-
folds in Sfi resemble Kahler manifolds more closely.

We remark parenthetically that the identities (1), (2), (3) can be con-
sidered from the standpoint of group representations. For each meM
there is a representation of the unitary group U(n) on the space of
curvature tensors at m, &(Mm). This representation is always reducible.
In fact each of the identities is the defining equation for certain sums
of the components of the representation. One cannot obtain all com-
ponents in this way, but the identities (1), (2), (3) are the most natural.

Certain equalities occur among the various classes. We summarize
the known results.

THEOREM 5.1. We have

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

PROOF. (5.1) is well-known, and (5.2), (5.3), (5.4) are proved in [6].
Although each of these is a local theorem, a global proof of (5.4) is
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given in [11]. The proof [11] although less general is nonetheless quite
interesting. (5.2) and (5.4) are also proved in [15]. However, we see
now that (5.4) is a simple consequence of Corollary 4.3.

Finally (5.5) is a consequence of Corollary 3.3.

We have not been able to solve all of the inclusion relations involving
the identities (1), (2), (3). However, the following theorem gives nearly
complete results. We use the notation " c " to indicate that a given
inclusion is strict and " C " to indicate that we don't know.

THEOREM 5.3. We have

n n n
i ; s &5r3a &3r and

c- u

PROOF. That all the inclusions exist is proved in [4], [5], [13].
Therefore it remains to give an example for each strict inclusion.

In [9] certain 3-symmetric spaces M are described. It is shown that
Me&5T2, but i l ί ί ^ J Γ and Λfg JxOr. Thus we have J T c ί ' X
j ^ ^ ς c ^ ^ ς , j ^ ^ c ^ ^ ς , and jy-jZTcz&^r. Also ^δL^c^seς.

It is shown in [6] that S2 x R4 has a quasi-Kahler almost complex
structure J induced from a vector cross product on R7. One can check
that the curvature operator of S2 x R4 has the interesting property
that

RWXYZ = RWXJYJZ for TF, X, Y, Ze JT(S 2 x R4) .

(See also Theorem 6.6.) Thus we have T c f i ^ .
If M is any Riemannian manifold then the tangent bundle T(M) is

almost Kahlerian [1]. If ikf is not flat and dim M ^ 2 one can check
that T(M) $ SZ3^. Thus J^%ς c J^5T and έ?3tl c &3ίΓ. The product
S*»+i(ri) x S2m+1(r2) (n, m > 0) is Hermitian but not in <%f. Hence βeζd^ί

In § 6 we shall prove that J%Γ c Sίf[ by exhibiting a certain 6-
dimensional Hermitian manifold. To prove that Sίf^^S^, we observe
that any contractible Riemannian manifold M of nonzero constant sec-
tional curvature has an integrable almost complex structure. If dim
M ^ 4, then Me Jgf but M0 <%*. From (5.5) we have <3έ% = ^ ? .

6. Almost complex manifolds defined by means of a 3-fold vector
cross product. In [6] it is shown that every orientable 6-dimensional
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submanifold M of R8 has an almost complex structure induced from a
3-fold vector cross product on R8. Since there are two different ways
to induce a vector cross product on R8, M has (in general) two different
almost complex structures. In this section we show that Hermitian and
quasi-Kahler manifolds constructed in this way have some remarkable
curvature properties.

Let P denote a 3-fold vector cross product on R8. We consider P
as a tensor field of type (3.1). If MaR8 is orientable, the normal
bundle of M has an almost complex structure J defined on it. Let N
be a unit normal on an open subset of M. Then N A JN is independent
of N, and we may extend it to a global 2-field on M. The almost com-
plex structure J on M is well-defined by the equation JX = P(N, JN, X)
for Xejgf(M).

Throughout the rest of this section we shall assume that M has an
almost complex structure given by JX = P(N, JN, X).

THEOREM 6.1. Suppose Mz3(?. Then

(6.1) Rwxγz - RWXJYJZ = 0 for W, X,Y,Ze <gr(M) .

PROOF. In [6] it is shown that

(6.2) TWX + TJWJX =0 for W,Xe Jίf(M) ,

where T denotes the configuration tensor of M in R8 [4], The curvature
operator of M satisfies the Gauss equation

(6.3) RWXYZ = (TWY, TXZ) - (TWZ, TXY) .

From (6.2) and (6.3) it follows easily that

(6.4) RjVXYZ •R'WXJYJZ + RψJXYJZ + -ttjWJXJYJZ — 0 ,

and

(6.5) -tiψXYZ = tijWJXJYJZ

Now (6.1) follows from (6.4), (6.5), and (3.5).

In [3], [6] 6-dimensional Hermitian manifolds are constructed in the
following way.

THEOREM 6.2. Let VaR8 be any 4-dimensional linear subspace
closed under the vector cross product P. Let ikf* c V be any ^-dimen-
sional orientable submanifold, and form the product ikf* X V1. Then
ikf * x V16 £ίf if and only if M* is a minimal variety of V. In
particular if Λf* is contained in a hypersurface of V, then ikf* x V1 e

if and only if ikP is an ordinary minimal surface in 3-space.

We now prove a partial converse to this theorem.
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THEOREM 6.3. Let M be ̂ -dimensional orientable submanifold of a
7r-dimensional linear subspace R7 of R8, and assume MzSίf. Then M
has at most two nonzero principal curvatures /c1 and /c2; moreover
tc1 = — fc2. If tc1 and tc2 are nonzero, the eigenspaces corresponding to
them have dimension 2.

PROOF. From (6.1) and (6.3) we have

(β.β) (τww, τxxy - (TWJW, τxjχy - \\ τwx\\* + || TWJX\\2 = o

for W, Xe<S?(M). Now assume

TWN= κxW , TXN = tc2X ,

N is the unit normal to M in R7. From (6.6) we obtain

(6.7) /Γ^HTFIHIXH2 - κ\(W, X)2 + ιcl(W, JX)2 = 0 .

Hence if (W, X) = (W, JX) = 0, ||TΓ|| = | |X| | = 1, then tz,κ2 - 0. It is
easy to check that TJWN = — KJW etc. Hence the theorem follows.

COROLLARY 6.4. Let M satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.3. Then
M = M* x /ί4 where M* is an ordinary minimal surface contained in
a ^-dimensional linear subspace.

Now we turn to the class &5ίΓ.

THEOREM 6.5. Suppose J l ί e ^ Z Then

(6.8) RWXYZ H~ RJWJXJYJZ tίjwJXYz RWXJYJZ

= <[F[iv,,]x, J]Y, Z) + <lΓLrZtJΊw, J]Z, Y)

for W,X, Y,ZeJ??{M).

PROOF. In [6] it is shown that

(6.9) TWX - TJWJX = ± J(TJWY + TWJY)

for W, XeJίf(M). Here " + " or " - " is chosen in (6.9) depending on
which of the two vector cross products on RB is used to define the almost
complex structure on M.

From (6.9) and (6.3) after some calculation we obtain

(6.10) RWXYZ + RJWJXJYJZ tίjwjXYZ RWXJYJZ

RWJXYJZ -ktjwxjYz RWJXJYZ RJWXYJZ ~ 0 .

Now (6.8) follows from (6.10) and (4.2).

We can also consider quasi-Kahler manifolds contained in a hyperplane
of R8. From Theorem 6.5 it is not difficult to show that such a mani-
fold M can have at most two distinct principal curvatures. In fact in
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[6] it is shown that M is an open subset of R6, S6 or S2xR4. From Theorem
6.5 we see that these manifolds satisfy simple curvature identities.

THEOREM 6.6. Let Me<&J3Γ and assume M is contained in a hy-
perplane R7 c JB8. (In other words M is a piece of Rβ, S6, or S2 x R\
imbedded isometrically in an appropriate fashion). Then

(6.11) tίwXYZ — -ttjWJXJYJZ '>

(6.12) RWXYZ — RWXJYJZ — -z-

where W, X,Y,Ze

PROOF. Since M is contained in a hyperplane equation (6.9) reduces to

(6.13) TWX - TJWJX for W, l e ^ ( M ) .

Then (6.11) follows easily from (6.13) and (6.3). We then obtain (6.12)
from (6.11) and (6.8).

In fact Sβ satisfies the identity

(6.14) RWXYZ ~ RWXJYJZ = (Ψw> J]Xf ΨY> J]%) f

while S2 x R4 satisfies

(6.15) RWXYZ RWXJYJZ = 0

Finally, we consider the class J^f^Γ. It is proved in [6] that if
M 6 J^fSΓ then M is a minimal variety of JR8, and cannot be compact.
Furthermore if M is contained in a hyperplane, M must be a piece of JB6.

For general M e J^5Γ~ we have the following consequence of Theorem
6.5.

COROLLARY 6.7. Suppose Mej^^MciR8. Then

(6.16) RWXYZ Ί~ RJWJXJYJZ RJWJXYZ RWXJYJZ

= -<ψw, J]x - ψx, J]w, [rτ, j]z - [rz, j]γy.

7. Integrability of spaces of Kahler-nullity.

DEFINITION. Let M be an almost Hermitian manifold. For each
m G M we set

JΓ(m) - {x e Mm \ Vx{J)y = 0 for all yeMJ .

We call j5Γ(m) the space of Kdhler nullity.

In [8] it was proved that m~+S?~(m) is integrable provided M is a
nearly Kahler manifold. The same result holds when M is a quasi-
Kahler manifold satisfying curvature identity (1). This is proved in
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[12]. The following theorem generalizes both of these results.

THEOREM 7.1. Let Me&^Γ satisfy the curvature identity (2),&^Γ fy the urvature identity (2),
namely RWXYZ - RWXJYJZ = RWJXYJZ + RJWXYJZ for W, X, Y, Zejgf(M).

Then on any open subset of M on which dimJ>Γ(m) is constant, the
distribution m —> 3ίΓ(m) is integrable. Furthermore any integral mani-
fold of m —• 3t^(m) is a Kdhler submanifold of M.

PROOF. From Corollary 4.2 it follows that

(7.1) RWXYZ - RWXJYJZ = \<\viΨwMz, J]Y, Z) + λ(lF{FztJ1W9 j]Z, Y)
Δ Δ

for W, X, Y,Ze <%f(M). Now let W, X be vector fields which at each
point lie in the distribution m —> <3Γ(m). Then for Y, Z e <^{M) we
have

(7.2) ([FίWtXh J]Y, JZ) = (([Rwx, J] + [[FW9 Vxl J\)Y, JZ) .

We use the Jacobi identity on [[Fw, Px], J]. Thus (7.2) reduces to

(7.3) ([Pίw,xh J]Yf JZy = RWXJYJZ — RWXYZ

In view of (7.1), the right hand side of (7.3) vanishes. Hence [W, X]
lies in the distribution m —> ^Γ{m). Therefore, by the Probenius theorem,
it follows that m —> ^yΓ(m) is integrable on open sets of M on which
dim J%^(m) is constant.

Let M' be an integral submanifold of m ^ S Γ ( m ) . That Mr is a
Kahler submanifold of M is proved in exactly the same way as in [8].

We also have the corresponding theorem valid for any almost
Hermitian manifold M.

THEOREM 7.2. Let M satisfy the curvature identity (1), namely
RWXYZ — RWXJYJZ = 0 for W, X, Y, Z G <%f{M). Then on any open subset
of M on which άimj%^(m) is constant, the distribution m—+3ίΓ(m) is
integrable. Furthermore any integral manifold of m—+JX~(m) is a
Kahler submanifold of M.

We omit the proof which is very similar to that of Theorem 7.3.

8. Compactness of almost Hermitian manifolds. Tsukamoto [16]
has proved that a complete Kahler manifold must be compact if its
holomorphic sectional curvature is bounded below by a positive constant.
In fact, the same theorem is true for nearly Kahler manifolds [8]. In
this section we present a simple generalization of these results, valid
for any almost Hermitian manifold.
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THEOREM 8.1. Let M be a complete almost Hermitian manifold.
Assume that the holomorphic sectional curvature of M satisfies

(8.1) KmJm-\\Γ.(J)x\\*\\x\r^δ>0

for all xeMm and all meM. Then M is compact and the diameter of
M is not greater than π\V δ .

PROOF. Let p, qeM. Since M is complete, there exists a unique
unit speed geodesic σ defined on [0, b] from p to q. Let X be the vector
field on σ defined by X(t) = sin (πt/b)Jσ'(t). The deformation of σ given
by X has second variation

, X) = Γ{||X'H2 - <Rz.>X, σ')}(t)dt
Jo

= S'lfr^-f- + sin'-y-fflΓ. O W - K.^

ψ
Hence, if b > π\V δ , then I(X, X) < 0, and so σ has a conjugate point.
Since any two points are connected by a unique minimal geodesic, the
theorem follows.

It follows from Theorem 8.1 that a complete almost Hermitian mani-
fold satisfying (8.1) must have finite fundamental group. In fact, the
following result is true.

THEOREM 8.2. Let M be a complete almost Hermitian manifold
whose holomorphic sectional curvature satisfies (8.1). Then M is simply
connected.

PROOF. Assume the contrary. Then there exists a non-trivial free
homotopy class of loops which contains a non-trivial minimal geodesic σ.
We may assume that σ has unit speed and is defined on [0, &]. The
deformation of σ given by Jσf has second variation

I{Jσ\ Jσ') -

Thus by (8.1), I(Jσ', Jσr) < 0, and so σ cannot be a minimal geodesic.
Hence M is simply connected.
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